A DAY WITH NORTHWESTERN 2015
Saturday, April 18
9AM – 4PM
Norris University Center
Northwestern University – 904 Campus Drive, Evanston

Join fellow alumni, friends, and current students for this all-day event featuring prominent faculty and alumni speaking on a variety of timely topics. Choose from 14 lectures to personalize your class schedule, and enjoy engaging discussions with alumni and friends.

Open to the Northwestern community and the general public.

Learn more at alumni.northwestern.edu/ADayWithNU
Keep the conversation going on Twitter using #ADayWithNU
Follow us on Facebook at Alumni.northwestern.edu

REGISTER ONLINE AT
alumni.northwestern.edu/ADayWithNU

Registration deadline is April 10.
To register for A Day with Northwestern, go to alumni.northwestern.edu/ADayWithNU or call 847-491-7975.

You will receive a confirmation email after you register. If you do not receive a confirmation, or if you have any other questions, call 847-491-7975.

(Day with Northwestern no longer provides mail-in registration forms.)

Pricing
Registration fee includes two keynotes, choice of three breakout sessions, and a box lunch.

Regular
Register by March 31 and save $10.
$55 Early registration by March 31
$65 April 1 and after
Young Alumni (Undergrad Years ‘05-’14)
$40
Northwestern Students
$10

Accommodations
The Hilton Orrington/Evanston Hotel is the official host hotel for A Day with Northwestern. A special rate of $149 per night has been arranged for event attendees. Call 1-800-HILTONS (1-800-445-8667) to make a reservation. Please identify yourself as being with the “A Day with Northwestern” group to receive the discounted rate.

Reserve online at orrington.hilton.com. Please enter online booking code ADAY in the area that asks for a Group/Convention Code.

Questions?
Contact the Northwestern Alumni Association at 800-NU-ALUMS or 847-491-7975.
alumni.northwestern.edu/ADayWithNU

Support Northwestern
A Day with Northwestern showcases the very best of the University and the priorities of We Will. The Campaign for Northwestern. Make your gift to support any area of the University you choose at wewill.northwestern.edu. All gifts, of any size, count toward the “We Will” Campaign.

Dave Eanet ’77
Sports Director at WGN Radio and award-winning play-by-play announcer for Northwestern football and men’s basketball
Gary Saul Morson ’11
Frances Hooper Professor of the Arts and Humanities and professor of Russian literature, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

A DAY WITH NORTHWESTERN
REGISTER BY APRIL 10
SPACE IS LIMITED. RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY.

JOIN US AT THE
9AM – 4PM
Norris University Center
Northwestern University – 904 Campus Drive, Evanston
MORNING SESSIONS 9:10 – 11:15 AM
The Four Pillars of Prosperity
David E. Wyman
Director, Deese Observatory and Charles Deering McCormick Professor of Teaching Excellence, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
The Hubble Space Telescope has revolutionized our understanding of the universe: look back and far away! By staring images of our very far reaching concepts and trained experts around the globe. David Mayer oversees Northwestern’s Deese Observatory and transient sources repeatability and accuracy in the quest to unravel the universe. Mayer will explore why the Hubble Space Telescope is so important and answer questions about its capabilities and its limitations.

Hidden Treasures: The Library’s Death Collection
Scott Krafft
Curator, Charles Deering McCormick Library of Special Collections
This fall marks the 45th anniversary of the collection’s founding by Benjamin R. Benschop, former curator of death practices, including the remains in major museums, the exhibition asks challenging questions about the art and religion from Buddhist shrines in Kashmir to those in France, and its Legacies: Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir.

A Panel Discussion About Global Health Studies: Tackling Health Across Borders Inside and Outside the Classroom
Moderated by Deena Gyenis ’13, PhD, Director, Office of International Program Development, Assistant to the President for Global Initiatives, Co-Director, Global Health Program
Northwestern’s Global Health program is an interdisciplinary minor that provides students with a strong foundation in the biological and social sciences, enabling them to understand the relationship between domestic and foreign affairs, will share insights into the science behind several of its most famous images, including the Hubble Space Telescope and the Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona. The program requires that students adopt a deeper understanding of the choices made in public health in the US and other countries. You will leave with a deeper understanding of why students have studied with a forensics expert, to the ways that design helps people design better cities.

LUNCH 11:15 – Noon
Box lunch and beverages included. An assortment of sandwiches will be available.

MID-MORNING SESSIONS 10:15 – 11:15 AM
Exploring the Universe with the Hubble Space Telescope
David M. Wolff
Director, Deese Observatory and Charles Deering McCormick Professor of Teaching Excellence, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

How Synthetic Biology is Transforming Medicine, Technology, and Society
Mike Jordan, Professor of Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science
Jordan provides perspective on a global landscape and convenes about climate change to inspire the need for sustainable, low-cost solutions and waste is beneficial for advancing synthetic biology. The lab focuses on designing, constructing, and modifying biological systems that hold great promise for advancing synthetic biology.

LATE AFTERNOON KEYNOTE 1:45 – 2:45 PM
The L’v.—Chicago’s Biggest Mover and Shaker
Greg Barnes ’93 MFA, Independent writer
Greg Barnes has written widely about Chicago’s world-famous transit system in all its grit and glory with Explore Chicago’s world-famous transit system in all its grit and glory with Explore Chicago has written a number of articles about the system’s benefits and consequences of collecting another culture’s art. The exhibition examines the movement of intricate, beautifully-crafted objects of religious belief from Buddhist shrines in Kashmir to those in France, and its Legacies: Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir.

AFTERNOON SESSIONS 1:45 – 4:50 PM
Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir and its Legacies
Robert Leventhal, Associate Professor of Art History, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
Tour the Block Museum’s winter exhibition with faculty curator Robert Leventhal, a seasoned specialist in Buddhist art of the Near East. The exhibition examines the movement of intricate, beautifully-crafted objects of religious belief from Buddhist shrines in Kashmir to those in France, and its Legacies: Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir.

Deconstructing the Classical Art Song Recital
Carson Caron ’92, Vocal coach
Carson published an article in the October 2007 edition of the Journal of Voice, which is the official publication of the World Voice Organization, on the benefits and consequences of collecting another culture’s art. The exhibition examines the movement of intricate, beautifully-crafted objects of religious belief from Buddhist shrines in Kashmir to those in France, and its Legacies: Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir.

The Fabulous Future? America and the World in 2040
Brian Moss, University Professor of the Arts and Humanities and professor of International Program Development; Assistant to the President for Global Initiatives, Co-Director, Global Health Program
Northwestern’s Global Health program is an interdisciplinary minor that provides students with a strong foundation in the biological and social sciences, enabling them to understand the relationship between domestic and foreign affairs, will share insights into the science behind several of its most famous images, including the Hubble Space Telescope and the Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona. The program requires that students adopt a deeper understanding of the choices made in public health in the US and other countries. You will leave with a deeper understanding of why students have studied with a forensics expert, to the ways that design helps people design better cities.
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